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As part of their ongoing inquiry

into the Government’s Strategic

Framework on Road Safety, the

Commons Transport Committee

invited CTC President and

broadcaster Jon Snow and

Vice-President and writer Josie

Dew to give evidence on cycle

safety. They appeared alongside

James Harding, editor of The

Times, whose national Cities Fit

for Cycling campaign has

inspired much political activity

since it was launched in

February (see Digest 69).

Between them, they highlighted

the need for leadership, tackling

poor driving behaviour, safer

interaction between lorries and

cycles, and dangerous junctions. 

In their evidence, transport

ministers Norman Baker (LibDem)

and Mike Penning (Con), whose

responsibilities cover cycling and
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“I have ridden five hundred

thousand miles in fifty countries

and in my experience driver

behaviour is getting worse.

Drivers should have to ride a

bicycle before they get behind

the wheel – the best way would

be to have cycling as part of the

driving test.” Josie Dew

“I would identify the key safety

things as improvement in the

equipment around lorries, which

we think have had a particularly

lethal effect in cities, and

addressing the really dangerous

junctions. Those are really

practical things that need to be

done now.” James Harding

“Leadership means joined up

government with all departments

working together to further

cycling. There needs to be much

more funding for cycling –

perhaps £300 million a year from

central government, a diminutive

sum of money even in an age of

austerity.” Jon Snow

road safety respectively, acknowledged the health, environmental and indeed the economic benefits of encouraging more and safer cycling. However,

they created confusion at the end of the session by quoting statistics purporting to show that cycling in Britain is safer than in the Netherlands, because

there were more cyclists killed per head of population. CTC has since written to them, pointing out that the annual mileage cycled in the Netherlands is

3 times as much as in Britain, despite having just one quarter of the population. Per mile travelled, cycling in Britain is between 2 and 3 times as risky. 

Continued on P2

Leadership, lorries and
cycling lessons
Cyclists explain cycling safety to MPs

Challenge for Change, CTC’s long standing and valued partners, have launched a new website designed to engage existing cyclists and

encourage them to get their non-cycling friends, family and colleagues on their bikes.

Using the website, people can participate in virtual rides; record trips and keep track of progress, access statistics on distance, calories and carbon;

set personal goals and challenges to friends; and upload photos, videos, stories and local tips. Interventions and campaigns can be run on the site

too, e.g. Bike Week promotions (see Diary Date, back page), Workplace Cycle Challenges, Summer of Cycling, Bike to Work Days etc. The facility,

which hosts local sites (e.g. LOVE to Ride Chichester), applies principles of behaviour change, social marketing and social media marketing.

Please register on your local LOVE to Ride page and if you would like to become a local partner, email ian.richardson@ctc.org.uk

www.lovetoride.net  
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Thanks to all Digest readers who responded to CTC’s survey on infrastructure. Delving into what people are now thinking

about the traditionally controversial subject of segregation has been an intriguing exercise. What do you think you are? A

‘hardened sceptic’, a ‘softened sceptic’ or a ‘segregation enthusiast’? How much support does your point of view attract?

Do you still agree with yourself? Have a look at our report on the survey results (pp 4 & 5) to find out. While the subject of

cycle facilities and design are – and should be – serious considerations, let’s all enjoy the Summer of Cycling. The main

theme is simple and could, if 100% successful, double cycle use in the UK or more. All you have to do is encourage

someone else to take up cycling – see www.summerofcycling.net/ and pledge away.

Cherry Allan - cherry.allan@ctc.org.uk

News in brief
MLA backs 20 mph
Northern Ireland Assembly Member Conall McDevitt

MLA (SDLP) intends to introduce a Private

Members’ Bill calling for 20 mph speed limits to be

the norm for residential streets. CTC will work with

Sustrans NI to build a coalition in support of this

legislation. Meanwhile, CTC’s lead representative in

NI, Tom McClelland, has secured a meeting with NI

Transport Minister Danny Kennedy to press the

case for improved cycle provision, action to reduce

the actual and perceived risks cyclists face, and

positive promotion of cycling for people of all ages.

MSP takes up obstructive 
parking cause
CTC Scotland is supporting backbencher Joe

Fitzpatrick’s members’ Bill to make it easier to deal

with obstructive parking. Although not

cycle-specific, the Bill could help by, for example,

dealing effectively with drivers who block a dropped

kerb that provides access to a cycle path; or by

cracking down on hazardous double parking. The

MSP is inviting comments on the proposal until the

30th June. http://joefitzpatrick.net/parkingbill/     

Cab boss upsets cyclists
Cyclists and the law dealt swiftly with errant London

minicab firm Addison Lee, whose Chair seemed to

suggest in his company’s newsletter that cyclists

were entirely responsible for their own misfortune if

hit by a car. Cyclists staged a mass ‘die-in’ outside

the company’s offices; while Transport for London

issued an injunction to stop its drivers using bus

lanes.

www.ctc.org.uk/news/2012-05-03/london-cab-firm-

boycotted-cyclists

Mixed reception for 
Planning Framework 
CTC, along with a range of other campaigners, was

relieved to find that the new National Planning Policy

Framework for England isn’t quite as bad as feared.

However, while the document contains some fine

words about “making the fullest possible use of

public transport, walking and cycling” it is

ambiguous about where sustainable transport

should be prioritised. This could make it hard for

councils to secure cycling improvements from new

developments, or to reject those in inaccessible,

car-dependent locations. 

www.communities.gov.uk/publications/

planningandbuilding/nppf

Leadership, lorries and
cycling lessons (continued from front page)

Now for the action

The Times’s reports of the inquiry,

published the next day, were accompanied

by a letter to the editor, drafted by CTC but

co-signed by the Chief Executives of the

Bicycle Association, British Cycling,

Cyclenation and Sustrans, as well as CTC

Chief Executive Gordon Seabright.

It echoed Jon Snow’s appeal for

Government leadership, calling for

high-level ministerial support for an action

plan to give a massive boost to cycle use

and safety for cyclists. The letter said: “We

seek commitment from the highest levels of

government to deliver a transformational

increase in cycle use, and to secure the

cross-departmental, cross-party and

cross-organisational backing for the

sustained investment this will require.” It

highlighted the need to improve cycling

conditions (e.g. through lower speed limits,

redesigned junctions and action to tackle

the threats from lorries), as well as the

positive promotion of cycling, e.g. by

making Bikeability cycle training available

for people of all ages and backgrounds.

www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/cyclesafety

/article3396665.ece

On behalf of Norman Baker’s recently

established Cycling Stakeholder Forum,

CTC and Sustrans are working together on

outlining an action plan. This has now

been submitted to Transport Secretary

Justine Greening. 

For more on the Committee’s Road Safety

inquiry, see: www.parliament.uk/ 

Cyclists explain cycling safety

to Scottish minister too …

On March 21st, Scotland’s Transport

Minister Keith Brown held a meeting with a

group of cycling and road safety

stakeholders. In his opening address,

Chair of CTC Scotland Chris Oliver

outlined his perspectives both as a

consultant trauma orthopaedic surgeon

who has dealt with the aftermath of

cyclists’ crashes, and as an individual

whose health has benefited significantly

from cycling.

The meeting also heard about the spread

of 20 mph limits in Edinburgh, cycle

facilities in Glasgow and the promotional

activities being undertaken by both cities.

Concern was also expressed that, whilst

70% of Scottish school pupils now receive

cycle training, only 31% of these are taken

out on-road, compared with 60% of pupils

who receive cycle training in England.

A week later, a debate on cycling was held

in the Scottish Parliament, led by Green

MSP Alison Johnstone with support from

Labour’s Elaine Murray and Conservative

John Lamont. In response, Keith Brown

reiterated the Scottish Government’s

commitment to increase cycle use to 10%

of trips by 2020, adding that "cycling

should be safe, healthy and a realistic

choice as a mode of transport".  However

cycling groups are still worried that this

target is unachievable while spending on

cycling stands at just 1% of the transport

budget. News that 5% at least of

Edinburgh’s transport budget is now

committed to walking and cycling has

therefore been welcome. This was a pledge

made in Labour’s manifesto – the party is

now part of a joint administration with SNP.

www.scribd.com/doc/85083582/Moving-

Edinburgh-Forward-Together

The Times has unveiled an online map

showing the 10,000 nominations

submitted by cyclists for junctions that

most need redesigning. The map,

inspired by the paper’s Cities fit for

Cycling manifesto, is available at:

www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/

cyclesafety/contact/

www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/cyclesafety/article3396665.ece
www.scribd.com/doc/85083582/Moving-Edinburgh-Forward-Together
www.ctc.org.uk/news/2012-05-03/london-cab-firm-boycotted-cyclists
www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/nppf
www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/cyclesafety/contact/
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Even though it was raining heavily, London Cycling Campaign’s (LCC) Big Ride on 28th April

attracted 10,000 cyclists in support of its Love London, Go Dutch campaign. At the start line,

politicians from all the main political parties were presented with a 37,000-name petition to

make streets safe and inviting for cycling. www.lcc.org.uk/big-ride

On the same day, around 3,000 cyclists – including a large number of families and children –

rode en-masse to the Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh, to support calls for a more

cycle-friendly Scotland. Politicians were there to receive an eight point manifesto explaining

how the devolved government could reach its target of 10% of journeys by bike by 2020.

http://pedalonparliament.org/ 

Mass rides in Rome and Paris, sharing the aims of the events in London and Scotland, also

took place on 28th April, the former attracting 50,000 cyclists. A month earlier, 800 delegates

at the League of American Bicyclists’ National Bike Summit, had ridden up to Capitol Hill in

support of the stalled Transport Bill, which includes federal support for cycling.

www.bikeleague.org/

London Cycling Campaign/Ben Broomfield

On February 5th RoadPeace, the national charity for road crash

victims, launched See Me Save Me, a website dedicated to reducing

lorry danger to pedestrians and cyclists and saving lives. The key call

is for the mandatory use of HGV safety technologies sensors and

cameras to eliminate lorry blind spots.

RoadPeace Chair Cynthia Barlow’s daughter Alex was killed by a

left-turning lorry whilst cycling in London in 2000, and since then she has

campaigned tirelessly to reduce lorry danger, including successfully

persuading Cemex to fit sensors in their lorries, and introduce cycle

awareness driver training. Many fleet operators now follow this example

of good practice. 

In 2009 Eilidh Cairns was killed by a lorry whilst cycling in Notting Hill.

Her family started a campaign called See Me Save Me and persuaded

401 Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) to sign up to a

declaration (WD 81) that cameras and sensors be mandatory in lorries

to reduce blind spots. 

Seemesaveme.com highlights efforts to tackle lorry danger and good

practice, as well as providing campaigning tools, plus resources to

support families affected by these crashes.

• Over 220 pedestrians and cyclists have died

in collisions with lorries in London since 2000.

• Although lorries account for only 5% of trips in London, they are

involved in half to two thirds of cyclists’ deaths each year. 

• During the period 2000 – 2010, 55% of cyclists’ deaths involved

‘blind spot’ collisions when lorries were making a left turn.

Cynthia Barlow says “This is an iconic problem that highlights the

inequity in our transport and justice system. That the largest, heaviest

and most unwieldy motor vehicles are allowed to operate on crowded

urban streets is bad enough; but it is neither safe nor fair that they are

allowed to do so with known blind spots when much of the damage

they inflict could be avoided with a simple technical remedy.”

You can support the campaign by signing up on the website, on

Twitter @seemesaveme or on Facebook

www.facebook.com/seemesaveme ;

www.seemesaveme.com/action/support/ 

Cycle to Work Scheme picks up
The Cycle to Work Alliance (Cyclescheme, Cycle Solutions, Evans Cycles and

Halfords) report that the Cycle to Work Scheme is growing in popularity, with a 9%

increase in take up during the first quarter of this year compared to 2011. The

Government-supported scheme is a tax-efficient, salary-sacrifice employee benefit

designed to encourage more adults to commute by cycle.

www.cycletoworkalliance.org.uk

Cycle market to boom
2011 was a difficult year for the cycle industry, but the future’s looking bright. A new

report from Mintel predicts cycle sales will reach an all time high in 2012 - with the

market set to grow by a further 8% on 2011 to reach £700 million this year.

www.ctc.org.uk/news/2012-05-10/uk-bike-sales-expected-to-reach-all-time-high  

Health, enjoyment and fuel 
prices boost cycling levels
A large survey of cyclists attracting 1,300 responses conducted by the University of

Southampton for Southampton City Council found that a third of its respondents cycle

more than they did three years ago for health and enjoyment reasons; while one-third

does so to save on petrol.

www.southampton.ac.uk/mediacentre/news/2012/apr/12_71.shtml 

"I may not conform to your idea of a stereotypical cyclist. I do not have

whippet-thin brown legs or dreadlocks, I do not charge around in lycra, I do not

jump lights […] I ask you to recognise that I have cycling in my heart. I love

cycling, I think it is a wonderful and I will continue to invest in cycling.” Boris

Johnson, re-elected Mayor of London, May 2012

Cyclists petition politicians in big way

www.seemesaveme.com
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The segregation debate:
survey results
Where and when are well designed, dedicated facilities for cyclists a good option? That question was the
subject of a CTC survey to which over a thousand people responded – thanks to all those CycleDigest
readers amongst them! 

Wales moves to making high quality
cycling routes law
The Welsh Government’s legislative programme, outlined last summer,

promised to introduce a legal duty to create and maintain a network of

high quality walking and cycling routes, thanks to campaigning by

Sustrans Cymru. A White Paper outlining the legislation is now out for

consultation. One of the most important points in CTC’s view is the

definition of ‘high quality’ – something that will be informed by our

ongoing review of cycle infrastructure policy and standards (see

above). www.wales.gov.uk/consultations/transport/activetravelbill 

The ‘hardened sceptic’: “I wish to reiterate that a reduction in

cyclists' legal (or perceived, by motorists) right to ride on roads

would be completely unacceptable. This must be protected at all

costs. The Dutch approach fails on this aspect, where cyclists [must

not] use roads if there is a segregated cycle path alternative.  

“I would advocate an audit of all cycle lanes, cycle paths and shared

facilities. All existing facilities should be upgraded to acceptable

standards or removed completely. No cycle facilities should be built

unless it meets a sufficiently high quality standard. … I should add

that I am not ideologically opposed to cycle facilities, but they must

be of a high standard or we should not have them at all.”

The ‘softened sceptic’: “Having read Cyclecraft and regularly

practiced the whole Vehicular Cycling thing for many years I have

come to some conclusions. Yes, to a limited extent cyclists can

achieve a proportion of integration with motorised traffic, where

vehicles levels and speeds are reasonably low. But, it isn't relaxing

and it isn't fun. Even as a fairly fit, experienced and committed

cyclist, I still avoid traffic where I can.  

“I used to encourage family and friends to take up cycling. But I've

stopped doing so as I can't in all honesty tell them it is either safe or

fun under present conditions. I find that having encouraged

someone to cycle I worry that I have done the wrong thing. I can

see the appeal of high quality segregated facilities on fast or major

roads, but I am supremely conscious of the political dangers of

segregated facilities ie cyclists being forced to use them etc. I keep

coming back to the idea that the primary way to safer cycling is by

restricting the primary cause of danger - ie motor vehicles.”

The ‘segregation enthusiast’: “Don't get hung up on stricter

liability or priority at junctions. Just get on and build the segregation.

This is THE barrier to mass participation. You achieve everything

else by getting more people cycling. It needs to be ordinary,

convenient, safe. If you wait to achieve these changes in what

remains a predominantly car culture, we'll be here a very long time. 

“Enough with the excuses about cost and space. These are

commonly rolled out by unaccountable non-cycling traffic planners

who have no intention of providing what we would regard as

adequate cycling provision. For them it is too difficult and not where

their motivation lies. Nor is combat (cycle) training the answer to

removing the perception of danger. In short I am very strongly in

favour of high quality segregation.”

The survey expanded on the

questions posed in CycleDigest

68, responses to which were

summarised in issue 69. CTC’s

Chris Peck now unveils the

results.  

CTC’s survey started by taking

people through a set of statements

that were intended to be

uncontroversial (see opposite

page), setting the general policy

framework for when and where

cycle facilities are needed. 

Strong support for

general policy framework
For most statements, support from

those who responded was over

90%, but the idea that 20 mph

should be the default urban speed

limit garnered slightly lower

backing at 81% - this is above the

population average where support

for 20 mph stands at 75% of

adults, 72% of car drivers,

according to the Government’s

British Social Attitudes Survey. In

our survey, 73% agreed that above

40 mph speed limits, physically

segregated facilities are required. 

Segregation: the

spectrum of opinion
It was in the 526 comments,

however, that differences of opinion

began to appear. Analysis revealed

that the respondents broadly fell into

three camps: ‘hardened sceptics’

are those who think segregation is

dangerously designed and fear that

refusing to use paths leads to

antagonism with other road users;

‘softened sceptics’ are similar, but

understand the need for good

facilities especially for children and

novice cyclists; and finally

‘segregation enthusiasts’ want to

see more cycle facilities whatever

the circumstances, arguing that

segregated cycle tracks are key to

achieving a substantial increase in

cycle use.

The ‘hardened sceptics’ suggested

that the highest priority be placed

on improving road user behaviour.

Both they and the largest group -

the ‘softened sceptics’ - were

dissatisfied with both design

quality and the maintenance of the

road and cycle path network. The

‘segregation enthusiasts’ focused

instead on the longer term

strategic need for a good network

of routes that feel safe, but most

still acknowledge the problem of

bad design.

Despite this divergence of opinion,

there remained a broad consensus

amongst all that cycle facilities

need to be of a far higher standard

than they currently are. It was also

clear that nearly all felt that well

designed segregated facilities in

the right circumstances could play

an important role in improving

cycling conditions for everyone,

alongside a range of measures,

such as reducing volume and

speed of traffic. 

The survey will inform CTC’s future

direction on cycle facility design

and policy on infrastructure. CTC

already lobbies to improve design

on cycle facilities, but a stronger

campaigning stance will be

required if we are to improve

facilities to the standard that

cyclists desire. 

A report on the survey is available

at www.ctc.org.uk/facility
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CTC’s Infrastructure Survey
2012: set of statements News in

brief
Royal Mail says no cycling 
to Dorset postman
When Royal Mail announced in 2010 that it

wanted to phase out delivery bikes, CTC

launched its Keep Posties Cycling

campaign. Sadly, a popular cycling

postman, William Blight from Corfe Castle

in Dorset, who refused to use collapsible

trolleys and vans instead, has now lost his

case for constructive dismissal at an

employment tribunal. www.bbc.co.uk/

news/ uk-england-dorset-17824593 

Yet more cycling in Cambridge
Cambridgeshire County Council reports

that the number of cycling trips in and

around the city has gone up by 14% in a

year; and that cycling trips from the

surrounding villages have risen by 21%.

Cambridge benefited from serious cycling

investment - £9m - between 2008 and

2011, thanks to its status as one of

Cycling England’s Cycling Towns.

www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk (press release

20/3/2012)    

Weymouth celebrates 
new bridge
A fully accessible bridge is easing the way

for cyclists, pedestrians and wheelchair

users in Weymouth by providing level

access from the town centre to Ferry

Bridge via the Rodwell Trail. Originally

proposed by CTC’s local campaigner Ken

Reed and officially opened on May 6th, the

bridge is the result of the collaborative

Weymouth Connect2 project between

Dorset CC, Sustrans, Weymouth &

Portland BC, CTC and Dorset Cyclists’

Network. Watch the deck being swung into

place in February at: www.youtube.com/

watch?v=CrQh9n_r6Ek&feature=youtu.be

See also

www.dorsetforyou.com/newsteadbridge

Big hole in maintenance
funding 
The Asphalt Industry Alliance’s ALARM

Survey 2012 estimates that there is an

annual shortfall of nearly £800m for fixing

road defects in England and Wales. It also

notes that there has been a 10% increase

in public complaints and that 2/3rds of

authorities have been unable to make

good 2010/11 winter damage.

www.asphaltindustryalliance.com/images/

features/Alarm_2012_Report.pdf

General principles

• An overall aim of transport planning should

be to increase cycling as part of a strategy

to halt and reverse the growth of motor

traffic. This could be achieved through

pricing mechanisms (fuel duty, road user

charging), the availability or cost of

parking, or by regulations and physical

road closures to limit motor vehicle

access.

• The road network and cycle facilities

should be designed and maintained to a

high standard, free of potholes, debris

and obstructions.

Urban streets  

• 20 mph streets should be the norm for

most streets in built-up areas, with

exceptions to be identified by local

authorities in consultation with local

communities.

• On residential streets, low traffic speeds

should preferably be achieved through

good street design, to make the street

feel like it is primarily for people not motor

vehicles. Cruder forms of traffic calming,

such as road humps and narrowings, are a

less good option, as they can be

unpleasant and unsafe for cyclists, and are

generally unpopular.

• On busier urban roads, some form of

dedicated space for cyclists should be

provided.

• On busier urban roads which are too

narrow to provide dedicated space for

cyclists, the aim should be to reduce

traffic volumes and/or speeds, so that

cyclists can share the road safely with the

other traffic using it.

Major roads and junctions

• On busier urban roads which are too

narrow to provide dedicated space for

cyclists, the aim should be to reduce

traffic volumes and/or speeds, so that

cyclists can share the road safely with the

other traffic using it.

• High speed or multi-lane junctions should

either have signalised crossing points,

‘early advance’ cyclists’ traffic lights,

and/or safe and convenient bypass

routes, bridges or underpasses, so that

cyclists can get round or through the

junction safely and conveniently in all

directions.

Off-road facilities

• Traffic-free routes should be provided away

from roads, using parks and open spaces,

canal and riversides. These should form

direct and convenient connections to the

wider road network and to key destinations,

and should have good riding surfaces.

• Traffic-free routes away from roads should

add to, not substitute for, the creation of

safe, convenient and pleasant cycling

conditions on or adjacent to the road

network, so that cyclists have easy access

to the full range of destinations that other

road users can get to.

Other cycling infrastructure

• Cycle signing should be provided to help

people find suitable routes.

• Sensibly-designed cycle parking should be

provided at key destinations to meet the

needs of both short-stay visitors and

longer-stay users e.g. at schools, workplaces

and rail stations which will generally require

more secure, sheltered provision. Levels of

cycle parking provision should reflect

anticipated increases in demand. 

Press jumps on IAM over red light claims
Embargoes are rarely broken, but a preview of a press release from the usually very sensible IAM

(the Institute of Advanced Motorists) claiming that “57% of cyclists admit to jumping red lights”

was too bizarre to let pass. Having been publicly challenged by BikeBiz and The Guardian’s Bike

Blog, when the release was actually issued, it read “Fifty-seven per cent of cyclists say they have

jumped a red light at least once, with 14 per cent saying they do so regularly or sometimes,

according to the IAM's latest online poll of 1600 people.” 

CTC does not condone illegal behaviour by cyclists and wants to see road traffic laws enforced

for everyone’s safety, but exaggerating the level of red light jumping amongst cyclists is not only

unfair, but a distraction: when drivers commit the offence  - or indeed any offence - the risks to

other road users is far greater. 

www.ctc.org.uk/blog/chris-peck/iam-feeds-tabloids-spurious-claims-red-light-jumping-cyclists

Quick change in the rain
Hanging around in the rain waiting for the lights to change is not pleasant for cyclists, but

Groningen in the Netherlands has reduced the wait by introducing a sensor at a busy junction,

which gives more green to cyclists when it rains. The city has already worked hard to make traffic

signals cycle-friendly by, for instance, having two green phases for cyclists during one light

sequence. http://champ-cycling.eu/en/upload/Newsletters/01_Newsletter.pdf (p3)

In 2011, 61% of people surveyed on their

attitudes agreed or strongly agreed that “it

is too dangerous for me to cycle on the

roads.” British Social Attitudes Survey.

www.dft.gov.uk/statistics/tables/att0322/  

www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-dorset-17824593
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CrQh9n_r6Ek&feature=youtu.be
www.asphaltindustryalliance.com/images/features/Alarm_2012_Report.pdf
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If you’ve got deteriorating vision you’ll know what it is like when you get

a new prescription – suddenly distant trees are seen in impossible,

fractal-like intricacy. How did you not notice how bad your vision was

before? The reason is because we become accustomed to a gradual

loss of vision, often not realising quite how bad it’s got before we do

something about it. 

Unfortunately, the system that regulates whether or not we are fit to

drive fails to acknowledge that we are oblivious to a gradual loss of

vision. A driver could be tested for their vision once in their life - during

the driving test - and thenceforth need only ‘self report’ that their vision

is fine. Even that single eyesight test - reading a licence plate from 20

metres - is inadequate: it was devised in the 1930s and hasn’t changed

much since. Britain is one of just a handful of countries in Europe who

still use this test; most countries now insist on a proper eyesight

examination carried out by a medical practitioner. 

Since vision deteriorates particularly as people get older, it is highly

alarming that we have not introduced a mandatory retest for those who

reach a certain age, as is the case in most of the rest of Europe. In

Denmark, for instance, drivers’ eyesight is properly tested by an

ophthalmologist at 70 and again every two years thereafter. Here

drivers start receiving licence renewal forms every three years from age

70 and are legally required to tell the DVLA if they have a medical

condition - but many forms of sight loss are, as stated above, gradual

and undetectable. 

Some terrible stories in recent years show how seriously this system is

failing. A CTC member, for example, wrote to us to express his concerns

after being injured by a 95-year-old driver in Wales who, he reports

“sometimes wears spectacles and sometimes not!” The police took no

action and the same driver is still behind the wheel months later.

Other, even more serious bungles have occurred. The driver of a lorry

that knocked down and killed a cyclist in London in 2009, wasn't tested

for his eyesight until months later. He failed that test, was prosecuted

for having defective eyesight and temporarily lost his licence. A pair of

glasses later and his licence back, he's now been charged after yet

another road death, this time an elderly pedestrian. 

In 2011, an 85-year-old driver with diabetes and deteriorating eyesight

ploughed into a group of cyclists on a charity ride on the A55 in

Anglesey. One - 27-year-old Gareth Crockett - was killed, another was

seriously injured. The driver was subsequently banned for 10 years, but

the coroner raised concerns in his verdict about “elderly people who

really shouldn’t be driving.”

These cases - and dozens more like them - are why CTC strongly

supports a Private Members’ Bill brought forward by John Leech MP in

February which seeks to introduce compulsory eyesight retesting with

every renewal of a driving licence. 

Unfortunately, the present Government is, to quote Road Safety

Minister Mike Penning MP “a deregulation Government”, and does not

support a move to more frequent and proper eyesight testing for

drivers. Indeed, in a consultation last year to which CTC objected, the

Government proposed to reduce the visual requirements, including for

drivers of large vehicles!

CTC’s Stop SMIDSY (www.stop-smidsy.org.uk) campaign tracks cases

of bad driving mainly caused by ‘inattentional blindness’ - the failure to

observe hazards because of sensory overload. But if we want to draw

attention to these ‘I didn’t see the cyclist’ crashes, first of all we must

ensure those whose eyesight is below the legal standard aren’t allowed

behind the wheel of a car.

With the population growing older, diabetes becoming more common

and more of us dependent on the car for a lack of alternatives, these

problems are only set to increase. It’s crucial that Government action to

enforce proper, regular eyesight testing is implemented to prevent this

escalating. 

John Leech MP’s bill: www.bit.ly/JrkAmR 

Blindingly obvious: drivers’
vision needs looking at
By Chris Peck

• The Government has also

allocated around £11m to

local highway authorities and

schools in England for

Bikeability training for

children, plus an extra £24m

over the following two years.

www.dft.gov.uk/news/press-

releases/dft-press-20120411a 

New cash for cycling
• Sustrans and the Cycle Rail Working Group

are splitting £15m of Government money to

work on a number of cycle routes and

links, and offer cycle hire and additional

storage at a number of railway stations in

England - including a massive new,

record-breaking ‘cycle hub’ at Cambridge.

www.dft.gov.uk/publications/linking-

places-fund

• Successful bids for funding from the second tranche of

the Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) have been

announced, amounting to £113m (to be spent over the

next 3 years) split between 29 English local authorities.

This follows the first round of bidding last July, in which

£155.5m was disbursed to 39 local authorities. The

remaining £292m is mainly for larger projects (up to

£50m) for which 13 authorities have been shortlisted.

www.dft.gov.uk/news/press-releases/dft-press-20120524a
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After a six year battle with campaigners, Conwy Council has suspended a

byelaw which, they say, prohibits cycling on Llandudno’s vast promenade

– even though counsel’s opinion of the byelaws is that there was never

any intention that cycling should be forbidden in the first place.  

Despite saying that it will support cycling on the promenade, the Council

still does not want Llandudno included in the National Cycle Network.

Instead, it has invested almost half a million pounds in an alternative

route around the town perimeter, although there are concerns that this

serves neither the commercial nor the social interests of the town.

The County has judged that the promenade should only be a

‘destination in its own right’ (sic). It must not be used as a cycle route.

In other words, it follows that anyone who finds themselves cycling on

the promenade must not have ridden from anywhere, nor must they be

going anywhere. Odd when you consider that most of the town’s

tourism facilities and accommodation are to be found at one end of the

promenade, and access to twenty miles of NCR5 coastal cycle path

towards Denbighshire lies in the other direction. 

Hope that sanity in Llandudno will prevail comes with the Welsh

Government’s Active Travel Bill. This proposes to compel local

authorities to provide integrated cycle routes (see p4). But who decides

where those routes will run? Will user research be the determining

factor? Or will it be decided simply by councillors and officers, paying

more attention to territorially sensitive anti-cycling pressure groups,

than the views of cycle users themselves? Hopefully in Llandudno the

inspirational light of Welsh government legislation will result in

resistance to cycling collapsing just like an Alice-style house of cards.

For the latest on this and other news from North Wales, see

www.cyclingnorthwales.co.uk/ 

Llandudno – a town like Alice? 
Llandudno prides itself on its association with the author Lewis Carroll, because the ‘real’ Alice of his books spent holidays
there. Roy Spilsbury, CTC’s local campaigner, wonders if the space and time distortions and playing card characters seen in
Alice Through the Looking Glass has had a strange influence on decisions about cycling on the resort’s promenade.

Wales Coastal 
Path opens
The 870 mile (1400km) Wales Coastal Path, opened on 5th

May 2012, was primarily developed for walkers, but the

Welsh Assembly Government (unlike its English

counterpart) encouraged the inclusion of cyclists and

equestrians on a number sections. As a result, nearly one

third of the route can be used by cyclists.

However, the need to get the path open speedily has meant

that no actual new cycle provision has been created –

currently around 20% is on roads, 5% on cycleable public

rights of way and 4% on the beach. In addition, National

Cycle Network Route 5 (NCR 5) uses some of the path,

which also interconnects with established Sustrans cycle

routes leading away from the coast and into the countryside

of Wales.

The Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) makes some

suggestions for cycle routes along parts of the path,

including the Gower & Swansea Bay route, the 6 mile

Cardiff Bay route and the 12 mile link from Llanelli through

Pembrey Country Park.

• See www.ccgc.gov.uk/enjoying-the-country/

wales-coast-path.aspx

• CCW are keen to expand their portfolio of potential

coastal cycle routes – send any suggestions to

q.grimley@ccw.gov.uk 

Lancashire
leaves others
trailing
While pretty well all local authority Rights of

Way Improvement Plans (England and Wales)

say nice things about the need to improve

cycling opportunities, it is rare indeed for

these sentiments to be put into practice.

Lancashire County Council, however, has not

only recognised that the demand for

mountain biking opportunities far outweighs

the supply of suitable trails, but has actually

done something to tackle the shortfall. 

Recognising that promoting the bridleways in

Rossendale would encourage visitors and

local people to explore the countryside,

Pennine Mountain Bike Action (PMBA)

suggested to the County Council that it

would be good to improve these routes to

provide a network of trails. This has resulted

in a heavily used, 22km red and black graded

trail in Lee and Cragg quarries, now much

appreciated by the local (and not so local)

mountain bike community. 

Defra
consults 
on RoW
processes
The Department for the

Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs (Defra) has launched a

public consultation on a

proposed package of changes to

the processes for recording,

diverting and extinguishing public

rights of way in England. The

current system is extremely

bureaucratic, making it hard for

cyclists to engage with it and, in

doing so, improve the Rights of

Way network for cycling. Look

out for some ideas on how to

respond to the consultation’s

questions – we’ll post our

guidance at www.ctc.org.uk 

See www.defra.gov.uk/consult/

2012/05/14/improve-rights-of-way/

for the consultation. Deadline

6/08/2012. 

www.ccw.gov.uk/enjoying-the-country/wales-coast-path.aspx
www.defra.gov.uk/consult/2012/05/14/improve-rights-of-way/
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Cycling to School - A review of school census and 

Bikeability delivery data

Report (Prepared by Steer Davies Gleave for DfT). Finds

some encouraging signs that Bikeability cycle training is

positively associated with higher levels of cycling to school.

www.dft.gov.uk/bikeability/wp-content/uploads/120320_

Cycling_to_School_Bikeability_Data_Report_v_final.pdf

Investigating the potential health benefits of increasing cycling

in the Cycling City and Towns (DfT, by Nick Cavill and Jenny

Buckland) 

This report has found that health impacts can only be

generated from the 19% of the population who might take

up cycling and who are currently not getting enough

exercise to benefit their health - the remaining 81% either

are already physically active enough, or say they would

never take up cycling. The barriers for the one in five who

are disposed to cycling and are inactive - and the means to

overcome those barriers - are likely to be highly specific

and should be targeted if the health and economic benefits

of cycling can be obtained. Report available at:

www.dft.gov.uk/publications/health-benefits-cycling-city 

Longer review from CTC at:

www.ctc.org.uk/cycling-towns-health-benefits 

Why Young People Are Driving Less and What It Means for

Transportation Policy (U.S. PIRG)

Report finding that Americans drove 6% fewer miles in

2011 than they did in 2004. Led by young people aged

16-34, this downward trend will probably last because of

high fuel prices, new licencing laws, improvements in

technology that support alternative transportation, and

changes in values and preferences.

www.uspirg.org/reports/usp/

transportation-and-new-generation

Managing Visitor Safety in the Countryside – principles & practice

(Visitor Safety in the Countryside Group) 

New edition of a book that covers guiding principles and

practical risk management techniques. Endorsed by the

Health and Safety Executive, the 2012 edition has been

completely revised, expanded and updated to reflect the

latest thinking. Of value to any organisation or agency

involved with managing a cycling facility. 

£15. Order from www.ypdbooks.com 

Roads Were Not Built for Cars (Carlton Reid)

Free online book about the history or roads, arguing that

without cyclists’ lobbying for high-quality surfaces, national

funding and leadership for roads, motorists would never

have ‘hit the ground running’.

www.roadswerenotbuiltforcars.com/

Bikes not Barriers: the guide to disability cycling (Get Cycling) 

Covers cycles, adaptations and accessories for every 

kind of rider. 

www.getcycling.org.uk/media/bikes-not-barriers.pdf

Liberty or death; don’t tread on me (Dr Carwyn Hooper, St George’s,

University of London)

Paper arguing that cycle helmets may not be especially

effective in reducing head injuries and that a restrictive law

would be ill advised. 

http://jme.bmj.com/content/early/2012/02/21/

medethics-2011-100085

NEW PUBLiCATiONS DiARy DATE
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Event reviews:   
Two events this spring attracted the attention of Laura Brooks, CTC’s

Volunteer Support Officer… 

• ‘Cycling, Health and Safety Winning the Arguments’, 21st April,

Birmingham (Cyclenation)

During a very informative day, presentations were

delivered by a number of professionals including

Martin Porter a personal injury and clinical negligence

barrister and GP Dr Peter Ward, who discussed ‘Cycle

helmets - the current state of the evidence’. 

It was very well attended by CTC and Cyclenation campaigners, as well as

cycle trainers from all over the country. Everyone had a chance to air their

questions and it was a great opportunity to network and share best practice

and local issues with professional and non-professionals alike.

CTC local campaigner and delegate Peter England said: “Congratulations to

Cyclenation for assembling such an impressive line up of speakers. A single

issue focus proved most effective in reinforcing the message that I’m sure

most of us there were already signed up to. There remains the immense task

of getting that message through to the wider world, particularly those whose

pernicious influence is so harmful in sustaining the negative image of cycling

as a dangerous activity.”

Presentations at www.cyclenation.org.uk/resources/winning.php 

• 3rd Annual 20mph Places conference, 

1st May, London (20’s Plenty for Us/PTRC)

The Rt. Hon Norman Baker MP, a 20 mph supporter, broke the ice with the

notion that if cycling were discovered today it would be regarded as a

‘miracle cure’. He listed some of the ways in which providing for cycling has

become easier, e.g. using roundels on roads and making Traffic Regulation

Orders less expensive to publicise. 

Matthew Snedker from Darlington’s 20’s Plenty for Us explained a number of

techniques he used to engage local people, from enticing children and

parents to a stall with face paints, to asking people to highlight their street on

a map, a technique that could be used to stress how much impact speed has

on the community.

Jeremy Moore from the Association of Chief Police Officers was questioned

by delegates about the willingness of the police to enforce 20 mph - an issue

that naturally became an important theme of the day. 

When four professionals took to the podium to debate the statement that

“20mph, should be the default speed limit on residential roads”, the event got

even more interesting. It descended into a heated battle between two 20’s

Plenty advocates and two objectors. However, the two objectors soon turned

on each other, before they were finally turned on by the audience, who

demonstrated how much support this campaign has.

www.20splentyforuk.org.uk

Bike Week, 16-24 June
The aim of this yearly, nationwide, mass participation event is to promote

everyday cycling for everyone. It will be a highlight in this year’s Summer of

Cycling, a multi-stakeholder campaign to inspire a massive cycling renaissance

in the UK, especially by encouraging cyclists to get their friends out on their

bikes too. www.bikeweek.org.uk / www.summerofcycling.net/

Samsung Electronics, the Worldwide Olympic Partner in the wireless

communications equipment category, is Bike Week’s exclusive 2012 partner.

With the arrival of The London 2012 Olympic Torch Relay to the UK, Bike Week

is supporting The Samsung Hope Relay initiative, in which all cyclists can

participate. Samsung will donate £1 to charity for each mile cycled. Download

the free Samsung Hope Relay app and register for your event at

www.samsung.com/uk/bikeweek

www.dft.gov.uk/bikeability/wp-content/uploads/120320_Cycling_to_School_Bikeability_Data_Report_v_final.pdf
www.uspirg.org/reports/usp/ transportation-and-new-generation
http://jme.bmj.com/content/early/2012/02/21/medethics-2011-100085
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